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We investigate the effects of extrinsic curvature on the turbulent behavior of a 2D active nematic
confined to the surface of a cylinder. The surface of a cylinder has no intrinsic curvatrue and only
extrinsic curvature. A nematic field reacts to the extrinsic curvature by trying to align with the
lowest principle curvature, in this case parallel to the long axis of the cylinder. When nematics
are sufficiently active, there is a proliferation of defects arising from a bend or splay instability
depending on the nature of the active stress. The extrinsic curvature of the cylinder beaks the
rotational symmetry of this process, implying that defects are created parallel or perpendicular to
the cylinder depending on whether the active nematic is contractile or extensile.

Active matter describes a class of non-equilibrium ma-
terials in which stress is generated at the subunit scale;
for example by converting some chemical energy source
into directed motion [1, 2]. Active nematics are active
materials which additionally have a broken rotation sym-
metry, resulting in nematic liquid crystalline phases [2–6].
Active nematics have been observed as a naturally occur-
ring phenomena in the motion of tissues [7, 8] and bacte-
ria [9–12], but can also be experimentally realized from
reconstituted biological components; most commonly mi-
crotubule kinesin suspensions [3, 4, 13, 14]. These active
nematics show a huge range of phenomenological behav-
iors dependent on the level to which they are driven [15–
17], the geometry of the enclosure [9, 18], the proper-
ties of the substrate [13, 19, 20], the density [11] or the
boundary conditions [21]. The novel features of active
matter make it of particular interest in the design of new
materials with non-trivial properties [22, 23]. This often
requires that some control is exercised over the active
matter which has been done previously through geome-
try and topology [22–27].

The interplay between active nematics and substrate
topology were first studied experimentally by Keber et
al., who put active nematics on the surface of a vesicle
[25]. This lead to a flurry of interesting results focus-
ing on active nematics on curved surfaces [28, 29] and
in particular spheres [25, 30–33]. Using 3D printed wa-
ter droplets it is possible to study the relationship be-
tween active nematics and surface Gaussian curvature on
more complex surfaces [26], which has the effect of sort-
ing topological defects into regions of like-sign Gaussian
curvature [26, 27].

In this paper we study the effects of extrinsic curvature
on topological defects within active nematics. This has
been included in previous works, showing how it affects
the lowest energy state for passive nematics [34–36], the
laminar flow regime in active nematics [37], and in gen-
eralized active nematics for curved surfaces [27]. How-
ever its precise role in turbulent active nematics is not
yet known. In order to isolate the effects of extrinsic
curvature we study active nematics on the surface of a
periodic cylinder; a developable surface with no Gaus-
sian curvature. This also has the topological constraint

of zero net topological charge within the nematic. We
start by introducing the equations for an active nematic
on a cylindrical surface, which requires only the addition
of a single term to the free energy. We then go on to
show how this affects the general behavior of an active
nematic including the emergence of global nematic defect
order. We show that this is an active effect by observing
no such defect order for passive nematics on a cylinder.
We then go on to propose a mechanism by which defect
order is generated which we confirm by observing con-
tractile active nematics.

Vectors on the surface of a cylinder can be written in
cylindrical coordinates in the form n = nθêθ + nzêz,
where êθ and êz are basis vectors in the vertical and
azimuthal directions, respectively. If we set our length-
scale by the radius of the cylinder, this basis naturally
becomes orthonormal, hence the surface metric can be
written gij = δij . In addition, the basis vectors are in-
dependent of each other, hence the Christoffel symbols
are all zero, Γkij = 0. Finally, the surface of a cylinder is
developable, therefore has no Gaussian curvature. This
means that when writing the dynamical equations for a
fluid on the surface of a cylinder, the intrinsic geometry
of the surface has no effect on their form. Therefore we
start from the generic form of the equations governing an
in-compressible active nematic which are given by:

ρ∂tvi = ∂jσ
(t)
ij − ∂jpδij − µvj (1)

[∂t + vi∂i]Qij = λSuij +Qikωkj − ωikQkj + γ−1Hij

(2)

Since we are in a cylindrical geometry i and j now run
through z and θ, the vertical and azimuthal directions,

respectively. Here ρ is the density, σ
(t)
ij is the total stress

tensor and the µ is the friction coefficient. Since we are
considering the in-compressible limit, ∂ivi = 0 and ρ = 1
everywhere. Qij = S(ninj−δij/2) is the nematic tensor,
combining the nematic order parameter, S, and a unit
vector pointing parallel to the average nematic director,
n̂ = cos(ζ)êθ + sin(ζ)êz; here ζ is the angle between

the average nematic orientation and the θ̂ direction. λ
is the flow alignment parameter coupling the evolution
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of the nematic tensor to the strain rate tensor, uij =
(∂ivj + ∂jvi)/2. The vorticity tensor is given by ωij =
(∂ivj−∂jvi)/2 and the molecular tensor is given by Hij =
−∂F/∂Qij where F is a Landau de Gennes free energy
modified in order to account for the extrinsic curvature
of the cylinder.

F =

∫
dA

[
K|∇Q|2

2
+

K

2ε2
trQ2(trQ2 − 1) + fe

]
(3)

Where the parameter ε is a characteristic length which
is proportional to the core defect radius and K is the
elastic constant associated with distortions in the direc-
tor field. fe describes the energy cost associated with
coupling the nematic tensor to the extrinsic curvature.

The extrinsic curvature tensor is given by Cij = −gi ·
∂jN̂ ; where gi are the basis vectors and N̂ is the unit
surface normal; on the surface of a cylinder this only
has one non-zero component Cθθ = r, the radius of
the cylinder. The extrinsic curvature coupling energy
is written fc = Ke(Q.C

2) which can be simplified to
fc = −KeQθθ/r

2 on a cylinder [34]. Since we have set
our length scale by the radius of the cylinder, we con-
sider only changes in Ke; this captures the same effect
as a change in curvature. This energy describes the fact
that the director embedded in the surface still has to fol-
low the curvature of the surface as it is embedded in 3D
space. This has the net effect of aligning the director with
the central axis of the cylinder. If the director is aligned
in the azimuthal direction, the director is curved within
the embedding space since the surface of the cylinder is
curved in that direction; this comes with an associated
cost in elastic energy. However if the director is aligned
in the vertical direction it experiences no such curvature,
and hence has no energy penalty. It should be noted
that if the fibers within the nematic had non-zero spon-
taneous curvature the effect would be reversed and the
fibers would align with the cylinder at an angle which ac-
commodates their curvature; a mechanism that has been
proposed for the alignment of FtsZ fibers at bacterial
division sites [38–40].

The total stress tensor (σ(t)) is the sum of elastic
stresses (σ(e)), viscous stresses (σ(v)), and the active
stress generated by the molecular motors (σ(a)) con-
trolled by parameter α.

σ
(e)
ij = −λSHij +QikHkj −HikQkj (4)

σ
(v)
ij = νuij (5)

σ
(a)
ij = αQij (6)

Here α is the magnitude of the active stress and ν is
the viscosity coefficient. The active stress is what sep-
arates this system from a passive liquid crystal. This
describes the generation of stresses at the microscopic
length scale which can either be extensile, α < 0, or

contractile, α > 0. When the magnitude of the activ-
ity is sufficiently high, the additional active stress can
overcome the elastic stresses in the system and there is
a proliferation of topological defects and associated flow
in a state known as “active turbulence”. The lowest or-
der defects in a 2D nematic system have a half integer
charge associated with a half turn of the director as a line
is traced around the core of the defect; this results in the
characteristic ±1/2 nematic defects. The orientation of
the director around the core is given by ζ = k(φ−ψ)+ψ
where k is the charge of the defect, φ is the angle between
a reference axis, in this case the ẑ direction, and the po-
sition around the defect core [41]. ψ is the orientation of
the defect which is polar in the case of +1/2 defects and
triatic in the case of −1/2 defects.

This set of equations can be easily derived from the
generalised hydrodynamics of active nematics on curved
surfaces equations presented previously [27]. Equations
1-2 are simulated with a periodic boundary in two di-
mensions recreating an active nematic on the surface of
a periodic cylinder, see Supp. Movie. The model param-
eters are selected such that the system is in a state of
active turbulence containing of the order of 100 defects,
see S.I. for details.

As the extrinsic curvature coupling coefficient, Ke, is
increased we see an increase in the average value of Qzz,
which implies a decrease in the average value of Qθθ, see
Fig. 1a. This suggests that much of the active nematic
shows net alignment with the cylinder, even in the ac-
tive turbulence regime. This effect is strongest when the
magnitude of the active stress is smallest. This is because
the active stress acts to destabilize the ordered nematic
state and introduce defects. Defects necessitate varia-
tions in the nematic director so it inherently becomes
less ordered. The value of Qzθ is uniformly low, meaning
that there is no detected alignment in any other direc-
tion, see Fig. 1a. The defects in an active nematic on flat
space show no global ordering [19], however when Ke is
increased we see an emergent nematic order in which the
defects on average align themselves pointing parallel or
anti-parallel to the azimuthal direction, see Fig. 1d.

The density of defects in the active turbulent state
depends on the activity and elastic coefficient; defects
can be generated on the length-scale at which the active
stress balances the elastic energy, [15, 17]. This gives a
defect density that scales ρD ∼ α/K, hence increasing
the activity increases the number of defects. The extrin-
sic curvature has a small effect on the number of defects
(see SI) and there is only a slight effect of the activity on
the ordering of defects on a cylinder, see Fig. 1e.

We can observe a passive nematic by removing the ac-
tive stress, α = 0. In this case the system quickly ap-
proaches the minimum energy configuration with a uni-
form director aligned with the cylinder, as Ke is increased
the speed at which the system equilibrates is faster, see
Fig. 2a. The system is initialized with a randomized di-
rector which contains many defects which annihilate over
the course of the simulation. This coarse-graining of the
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FIG. 1. (a-b) Snapshots of the Schlieren texture and vorticity
field of a simulated extensile active nematic (α < 0) on the
surface of a cylinder. (c) The nematic tensor shows increased
average alignment with the ẑ direction as Ke is increased. (d)
Extrinsic curvature coupling causes positive defects to align
perpendicular to the ẑ direction. (e) The activity has only a
slight affect on the observed defect order.

defects also processes faster when Ke is increased, see
Fig. 2b. This is because the extrinsic curvature breaks
the rotational symmetry of the system, hence there is no
spontaneous symmetry breaking required. By repeating
the coarse-graining process many times with random ini-
tial conditions it is possible to build up enough statistics
to look for order within the defects. In the passive case
we see no anisotropy in the orientations of the defects,
see Fig. 2c.

The passive system is entirely driven by relaxation of
the elastic energy. The elastic energy associated with a
defect is described by the modified Landau de Gennes
free energy given above, see Eq. 3. The only part of this
energy which breaks rotational symmetry with respect to
the cylinder is the extrinsic curvature energy fe. There-
fore we can write the elastic torque on a defect core to
be τ = ∂ψ

∫
∆2 dAF = ∂ψ

∫
∆2 dAfe, where ∆2 is a small

neighborhood around the core of a defect. By substitut-
ing in the expression for the director around the core of
a defect it is easy to arrive at the following result.

τ = ∂ψ

∫
∆2

fedA =

∫
δr

∫ 2π

0

cos(ψ + φ)rdφdr = 0 (7)

Hence there are no elastic torques on the defects which
explains why we observe no orientational ordering of de-
fects within the passive system. Therefore the ordering
we observe in the active system must come from the ac-
tive stress.

The principal difference between the passive liquid
crystals and active nematics in the turbulent regime is
the generation of topological defects. When the active

FIG. 2. (a-b) Snapshots of the Schlieren texture and vortic-
ity field of a simulated passive nematic on the surface of a
cylinder. (c) The average nematic tensor aligns with the ẑ
direction when Ke 6= 0. (d) The extrinsic curvature coupling
causes an increased rate of decay for the defects. (e) No net
alignment of defects relative to the cylinder is observed in
passive nematic defects.

stress is large, the ordered nematic state becomes un-
stable and we see defect proliferation and the so called
‘active turbulence’ regime [17]. The nature of this insta-
bility depends primarily on the sign of the active stress,
α [15, 16]. Simple periodic deformations of the nematic
director can be written in the form ∆ζ = cos(2πkiri),
where k is the wave vector of the deformation and r is
the position within the nematic texture. For an extensile
system, α < 0, the system is unstable to bend deforma-
tions; this is when k is aligned with the nematic director
(ki = kni), see Fig. 3a. When this perturbation become
unstable it leads to the generation of a pair of defects
aligned perpendicular to the original nematic field, see
Fig. 3a. When Ke is increased, the nematic aligns with
the ẑ direction, hence ki = kêz and the bend deforma-
tions will be of the form ∆ζ = cos(2πkz), leading to the

generation of a defect pair aligned in the ±θ̂ direction.
This is confirmed by looking at the orientation of defects
immediately after they are created, see Fig. 3b. The sta-
bility of the ordered nematic also depends on the value
of the flow alignment parameter, λ [15–17, 20]. When λ
is increased the bend deformation is no longer the only
unstable mode that can lead to defect proliferation in
extensile active nematics, hence we observe a decrease in
the global defect order, see Fig. 3c. This mechanism relies
on defect generation, explaining why increasing the ac-
tivity beyond the defect proliferation threshold does not
affect defect order, see Fig. 1e. Further increasing the
activity slightly decreases the effect since an increased
defect density leads to less order in the nematic texture,
hence less regions aligned with the ẑ direction.

This hypothesis relies on the fact that extensile ac-
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FIG. 3. (a) Proposed mechanism. Defect free areas of the
nematic tend to align with the ẑ direction. For a extensile
active nematic, these regions are unstable to bend deforma-
tions, causing defect generation perpendicular to the nematic
alignment. (b) In an extensile active nematic, defects are cre-
ated aligned on average perpendicular to the ẑ direction. (c)
The alignment of the defects with the cylinder depends on the
flow alignment parameter, λ.

FIG. 4. (a) Proposed mechanism for a contractile nematic.
Ordered regions of a contractile active nematic are unstable
to splay deformations, causing defect generation parallel or
anti-parallel to the nematic alignment. (b) For a contractile
system, extrinsic curvature coupling causes positive defects to
align parallel or anti-parallel to the ẑ direction. (c) The effect
of the flow alignment parameter, λ, is reversed relative to the
extensile active nematic.

tive nematics are predominantly unstable to bend de-
formations. If the sign of the active stress is changed,
α > 0, the active nematic becomes contractile in nature
and the system is now predominantly unstable to splay
deformations [15, 16]. This is when the wave vector for
the perturbation is perpendicular to the nematic direc-
tor (ki = knjεij). When activity is sufficiently high, the
splay deformation is unstable and leads to the generation

of a pair of defects oriented parallel to the initial nematic
director, see Fig. 4a. As before, the extrinsic curvature
aligns the nematic director with the ẑ direction, mean-

ing the wave vector is now pointing in the θ̂ direction
and splay deformations are of the form ∆ζ = cos(2πkθ).
Therefore, when the system is contractile, α > 0, we see
that the extrinsic curvature coupling causes an increased
number of defects aligned perpendicular to the ẑ direc-
tion, see Fig. 4b. Again, this anisotropy is observed in
the defects at the moment of generation, see SI. In the
contractile case the response to the flow alignment pa-
rameter is reversed and the effect is accentuated when
λ is increased, see Fig. 4c. This is because when λ is
decreased, the bend deformation becomes relatively less
stable and defects are generated at other orientations.
We observe a π/2 rotation of the nematic defect order
depending on the sign of the activity, with contractile
systems having defects predominantly aligned with the ẑ
direction and extensile systems having defects predomi-

nantly aligned with the θ̂ direction.

By placing an active nematic on a simple curved sur-
face it is possible to generate nematic defect order, even
though the curvature does not affect the core energy of
the defect. The curved surface causes the nematic to
align with the smallest principle curvature, resulting in
a preferred orientation for the director field. Defects are
generated in pairs aligned perpendicular or parallel to the
nematic if they come from bend or splay deformations, re-
spectively. The instability of bend or splay deformations
depends primarily on the nature of the active stress, with
extensile active nematics being unstable to bend defor-
mations and contractile active nematics being unstable
to splay deformations. The flow alignment parameter af-
fects the stability of the bend and splay modes differently
and can be used to accentuate this phenomenon.

The mechanism outlined here can be extended to more
general geometries such as a torus [26, 27] or textured
sheets, and can be used to predict how active nematics
would behave on such manifolds. In addition it can be
used to measure the extrinsic curvature coupling coef-
ficient of experimentally realized active nematics. On
the surface of a cylinder the extrinsic curvature cou-
pling is analogous to alignment to an external field or
anisotropic substrate. Indeed a global defect ordered
state has been observed experimentally in active nemat-
ics on an anisotropic substrate and may be explained by
the effects described here combined with those caused by
anisotropic hydrodynamics [13, 19, 20]. Finally, extrinsic
curvature coupling could play an important role in the
organization of the cytoskeleton. This is the network of
biopolymers that both gives the cell many of its mechani-
cal properties and is able to generation motion of the cell
and its components. It has already been suggested that
extrinsic curvature coupling plays an important role in
the location of the FtsZ division machinery at the center
of a dividing bacterial cell [38–40].
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FIG. 5. The probability density function for the orienta-
tion of negative defects within an nematic on a cylindrical
surface. (a) Passive nematic, complimentary to Fig.2e(Main
text). (b) Active, extensile nematic (α = −25) complimen-
tary to Fig.1d(Main text). (c) Active, contractile nematic
(α = 25) complimentary to Fig.4b(Man text)

I. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

A. Simulation details

All results presented are generated from simulations
performed on a 256 × 256 grid. The grid spacing is
set to dx = 0.1 and the length of a time step is set to
dt = 1×10−4. Equations 1-2 (main text) are solved itera-
tively using a stream function methodology. The stream
function was solved using a Gauss Sidel algorithm accel-
erated using a multi-grid approach on GPU architecture.
All simulation and analysis were written and performed
by the author using codes written in CUDA, C++ and
Python.

Unless otherwise stated, the parameters for active ne-
matic simulations were set to α = −25, λ = 0, γ = 10,
K = 1, ε2 = 0.1, µ0 = 0, ν0 = 1. For contractile active
nematics, we set α = 25. For passive nematic simulations
we set α = 0 and ε2 = 1.

B. Negative defect order

All observations hold for negative defects. The addi-
tional rotational symmetry makes the effects slightly less
pronounced and have a six fold symmetry rather than
two.

C. Defect creation

The bend and splay instabilities that occur in active
nematics are primarily dependent on the active stress.
When the active stress is sufficiently strong the system
becomes unstable to bend or splay depending on whether
the system is extensile or contractile, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, the instability depends on the flow alignment
parameter, λ. For an extensile system, α < 0, if the flow
alignment parameter is large and positive both the bend
and splay modes become unstable/ conversely, for a con-
tractile system, the bend mode becomes unstable when
the flow alignment parameter is large and negative.

As the extrinsic curvature coupling is increased, the
anisotropy in defect generation is increased, see Fig. 7a,b.

FIG. 6. Histogram of the orientation of defects as they
are created for extensile (a,c) and contractile (b,d) active ne-
matics. The ordering of defect creation depends on both the
extrinsic curvature (a,b) and the flow alignment parameter
(c,d).

FIG. 7. Defect density depends primarily on the activity.
When Ke is sufficiently large it can suppress defect genera-
tion.

The orientation of the defects as they are generated
matches that predicted by the mechanism presented in
the main text for both extensile and contractile active
nematics, see Fig. 3,4 (Main text). Again this is ac-
centuated for values of λ with the same sign as α, see
Fig. 7c,d.

D. Effect on defect density

The active length scale is given by l2α ∼ K/α, which
means the defect density should scale as ρD ∼ α/K.
However in our system there is an additional source of
elastic energy, associated with the extrinsic curvature
coupling. If the extrinsic curvature coupling coefficient is
sufficiently high, it will suppress all variations in Q and
lead to a defect free texture. However when Ke is low,
it can promote additional defect generation, as it creates
well aligned regions that can then become unstable to
the deformations outlined in the main text.
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